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About This Game

JimJams games are a small, indie development team with a love for the retro games of the '80's and 90's. We only develop
games that embrace that era, aiming to provide true classicly styled gaming, with a massive retro feel, maybe with a slight hint

of what these games would have been with a little more processing power.

We don't aim to develop AAA games, but simply to bring our passion for a time gone by to those who love truly classic themed
and inspired games. If this is a genre and era that you love, then our games are for you.

Solar Wind is our take on the classic sidescrolling shoot 'em ups of the past. Fight your way through deep space, penetrate
asteriod belts, swoop low across alien moons, and weave through narrow caverns, and alien complexes as you take the fight to an

unknown enemy.
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Solar Wind encompasses many elements of the classic side scrolling, shoot 'em ups. Blast asteroids, take on alien ships, upgrade
your ship with numerous add-ons, and navigate the unknown in the retro-themed blaster. We've taken our love of such games as
Scramble, R-Type, Gradius, Vanguard, and a load more and combined our favourite features of each.... And we haven't stopped

yet!

20 challenging, themed, retro blasting stages.

 A new big boss at the end of every stage.

 Over 90 different aliens, enemy weapons and defences..

 Destroy radar stations and ground bases to interrupt the alien responses.

 Fight challenging and varied mid-stage boss ships.

 Upgrade your ship with over 80 weapons, equipment, armour and add-ons.
,

 Battle to the thundering, original, Astro rock soundtrack.
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Title: Solar Wind
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
JimJams Games
Publisher:
JimJams Games
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2

Processor: Dual Core 2.80 Ghz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nivida 850M or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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Snake meets Pac-Man! Game is a beauty! For .39 cents i def got my moneys worth. Im glad there are still developers that go for
a family type of game.

Pros
nice graphics
Logic
trading cards
soundtrack
Great if you have kids or littles kids (that you dont want them playing bloody games)

Cons. A very short game for sure, but it manages to convey a sensibility about love that i have rarely seen in games. This couple
of Mantis can convince me of their emotions more that the high budget facial animations of most AAA games.

. I grew up with this beautiful game. Can recommend it for everyone.. Poor, undeveloped game. A work in progress with lots to
still do. VR was decent enough but the game itself needs major development. Should have been a free demo.. greatest dlc in the
history of downloadable content. Oh hey lady! Wait don't kill me!

(Also, where are those 2 episodes??!) [I know, they closed down]

+ : great artwork, ok sounds, playable graphics (not great tho), weird story, gamepad supp

- : it will never be finished, camera stupid af, sometimes buggy, bad controls

Buy at your OWN RISK! 2.5/10 would ask the killer lady out again (died 100% worth it) [nah lol run away]. Warning: spoilers
ahead)

Playthrough 1:
> Live in world with giant eternal storm clouds
> Build magic power plants
> Attacked by neighbor country
> Marry my magic apprentice
> Told wife she could research on cleaning up toxic magic residue after war
> Wife explodes herself during research
> I am now sad
> Somehow cause storm clouds to start flooding the world
> Ride airship for mission
> Get hit by lightning
> Crash
> Survive
> Even more sad
> F*ck it
> Create magic cannon that will shoot magic beam to destroy magic storm
> It works
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> Wtf
> Become known as the wizard who ended the eternal storm clouds
> Hopefully not become known as wizard who made storm worse in the first place
> Stargaze on hill during a clear night sky
> Couple stargazes nearby too
> Game: that could have been you
> *sigh*

Playthrough 2:
> Dabble in manipulating life
> Grow wings and get rainbow feathers on hair
> Create cute bird pet
> Create many docile magic beasts to help kingdom
> Magic beasts start turning violent
> Turns out a dragon learned how to use life magic too
> Bird pet is scared
> I try to stop dragon by making my bird pet giant
> Giant bird pet becomes scared giant bird pet and runs away
> Dragon uses life magic to turn me into a bird
> I am bird
> Days later, friends come looking for me
> I no longer care, I am now bird
> *fly away*

(end of spoilers)

For 4~5$, you're getting more than just one story where you're choices weave the tale.. Great game ! . Really want to play but
have to get back with Dota2 . As a students , this game takes me so much time to training skill and level. World class A.I,
ground breaking level design, the tightest control scheme in any video game ever. 10/10. Would like Multiplayer, but other than
that. It's a enjoyable game and worth the money.
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I'd recommend buying it ONLY when it's on sale.

I love the faces\/characters, the battle backs are great there's just a lot of good in this pack.
But I immediately lost sight of all that good when I ended up having to re-edit ALL the tilesets because they weren't transparent
and\/or were fitted wrong. I'm probably going to even alter some of them because of how rough they look.

Considering how much they want for the original price, they should have had all that sorted out before releasing it.
It might just be me being picky, but it should have been much more polished.. This game has terrible graphics for a bullet hell
side-scroller; It is impossible to tell the difference between impact surfaces and layers safe to fly through. The enemy patterns
are utterly uninspired, The pacing is about as slow as a hatching egg, and finally the limited ammo is a total deal breaker.. My
worst regret with that game was... Buying it. DON'T BUY!!!!. not much to it. but for 2.99 its ok. I come to this game whenever I
feel sad and it never fails to make me happy again, or at least thoughtful. If you or any of your friends are having a really rough
night, play this and have a good talk with Therapy Deer and everything will be okay again. We love Therapy Deer

Solar Wind launches on Steam:
Hi All,

We're very pleased to announce that after a delay of several months, Solar Wind launches to the public as an EA release.

We've chosen EA as we know that there are a lot of you who love this genre and by releasing as early access, we would like to
give you all the opportunity to help shape the future development of Solar Wind, as it moves forward from another of our retro
inspired games towards the ultimate classic side scroller.

We're sure you'll love our current nods to various games, and rest assured, we'll be adding more levels, developing more
weapons and more bangs for your bucks as development continues.

We welcome feedback, so please feel free to commment.

Thanks, and enjoy.

The JimJams Games team.. Update 3:
Hi All,

We're continuing to work on developing Solar Wind, and following feedback, we've addressed a number of issues and tweaked
various gameplay elements.

1) Updated 3rd Stage and added a 12th Stage.
2) Added text prompt to key mapping.
3) Added keymap save, so your selection is now remembered.
4) Improved stage 1 to allow for a less steep learning curve.
5) Tweaked radar jamming to have a more pronouced affect on rockets.
6) Improved text visuals.
7) Ships now start with 2 armour to ease starting difficulty.
8) Improved pickup visuals
9) Improved pickup collection.
10) Shield generators can no longer be destroyed by accidental fire.
11) Minor bug fixes.

Thanks everyone for your support , and enjoy the latest update.

The JimJams Games team.. Quick update.:
Hi All,

We've launched a small update today which fixes a few small issues, adds some additional soundtracks to various stages, as well
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as some internal changes paving the way for future stages.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.. It's Christmas time, let's blast everything in sight!:
Hi All,

In keeping with our commitment to update our games to keep them fresh and challenging, we've released the latest update to our
side-scrolling shooter, Solar Wind.

So, what's new?

 Added 3 new stages, to bring the total to 20

 Added 3 new end of level bosses, each with unique behaviours.

 Upgraded player weapons to increase damage

 Added 40 new player weapon upgrades.

 Increased Steam Achievements to reflect additional levels
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 Improved explosions and visuals

 Tweaked many areas for improved performance.

 Updated media and added additional alien landscapes.

 Tweaked laser gates to slice through player armour.

 Localised high score feature.

 Many smaller tweaks and updates for improved game-play.

That's it for now, we may have another smaller update in a few days, but we were keen to get you this impressive new
build in time for Christmas.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.

. Fuel, give me more Fuel!:
Hi again,

We've uploaded a quick update today following feedback from players. Some of you found that fuel disappeared too quickly or
was too difficult to collect.

So, we've considered the feedback and have added more ways to collect fuel, you can now fly low over fuel dumps and drain
energy from them, fly through shield generators (This is a good one, it repairs hull damge, refuels your ship, and gives you a
protective shield for 6 seconds). You can also bomb fuel installations for a small fuel increase, (Something often seen in the
classic side scrollers) and finally, you can gain another small increase from a pick up if you're lucky enough to find one.

We listen to all comments and read all reviews, and this is how you can help us to develop Solar Wind into the game you want to
play. We can't promise to include all of your ideas, but we will consider them all.

Thanks everyone,

The JimJams Games team.
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